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Aosuract

A comparison is made of·the inclusive M momentum
.-

spectra for pp interactions at 19 GeV/c with V' and

0
without V (or any other strange-particle signal).  It is

found that the spectra. for interactions with a V' and

charged-particle multiplicity n correspond best to the

spectra for interactions without  a  V'  and  multiplicity  ill 2.
....
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As a part of the studies in the Scandinavian

collaboration of pp interactions at 19 GeV/c in the

CERN two-meter hydrogen bubble chamber we have com-
--        I                             ..,.=='

..

'

pa.red the inclusive S  momenturd spectra for inter---
r-------·-                                    ·

actions with the production of strange particles and

without strange-particle signals to look for quanti-
(- -I-=- M-.

tative or qualitative differences in the respective

spectra.
(1.2)

For this study we used the data of B0ggild et al.

supplemented by additional measurements made by the

Copenhagen group. In particular, we compared the  *
=,...

]nomentum from interactions of the type

P     +      P -, TT -1- anything without V (la)
-W

with

p + p-  .1  -+ anything with V (ib;

In reactiot:5 (la)  "without ·V" means that there were no

observed decays of a neutral particle into charged

particles associated with the interaction vertex. Further-

more, no interactions with possible charged, strange-

varticle signals (ki'nks) were included. In reactions (ib)
.

"with V" represents.observed decays which, upon measure-

ment, were kinematically fitted to a  AO  or  K   coming....

from the interaction vertex.  It was further assumed

that any negative tracks without kinks were pions.

A



Although the k ,-,  ratio in e.11 pp interactions at 19

(3)
GeV/c is only about 3 percent, we had to consider the

possibility that in our sample of V events, wherd there is

already at least one strange-particle present in the final

state, this ratio could be high enough to distort significantly

the results of this comparison. (The I hyperons are more
......

likely to decay before leaving the bubble chamber.) We

estimated the number of K mesons in the V events in the

0. 0          9
following ways: a) from the observed number of K K  events-S S

O'and under the assumptions that the K  s are equally divided

between K' and K  and 2(KIKI)=fJK'K-), we conclude that 82
negative tracks out of the 1215 used for this study are attribu-

table to K mesons;  b)  if we take a(KSK-)=c(KIJ<-r).and.- -» -S
+

determine the number of K'K- events by subtracting from theS

observed single K$ events the riumber attributable to KIKI (see

0 0 0 0                                 0
(a) above), K A or K X (determined from the observed KIA

.--...

+
events), and K'I- (under the assumption that all kinks are

.----

+
due to E- decays), we find that our negative-track sample con-

tains 106 K mesons; c) from the excess of negative tracks

traveling forward in the ·cms over the number traveling back-

ward (under the assumption that they are all pions) and com-

parison with the corresponding excess when K' mesons not

accompanied by hyperon signals are transformed to the cms

*Our sample inc].uded 537 single Ko events, 730 single 10

events, ]12 Kcli' events, 27 KoKo events, and 109 charged
S S

0
decays associated with V's.  We estimated the Ks scanning and

.0
escaoe loss  to  be  8.5%  and  the A scanning and escape loss

to be 15.55. We a·ssumed arbitrarily tliat the charged-hyperon

decays were detected with an efficiency of 90%.

 --          -  --
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after being assigned the pion restmass, we
conclude                  I

that  141 negative tracks
could  be    K   mesons.                                     <

The three procedures gave estimates in the range

0.07 - 0.12 for the fraction of K r,iesons among the

121.5 negative tracks. We therefore corrected each

momentum distribution discussed below for K contami-

nation ·in the following way.· The corresponding   Ko

distribution was calculated with the use of the pion

0
restmass in place of the  K restmass. The resulting

"pjonized"  K'·distribution was subtracted from the

negative pion distribution with a weight of 0.087

(correspoiiding to estiniate (b) above) . For this correc-

0
tion only events witl'lou.t a A or charged-track decay

were used. Variation of the weighting.factor in the

range 0 to 0.087 had ho qualitative effect on the

conclusions presented below.

For the comparison we used the cumulative cms

longitudinal-momentum Cp,) and transverse-momentum
-6,

(pt)  distributions normalized to unity.

Each multiplicity was p16tted separately. No essen-

0
tial differences were observed between the  K'  and  A

.-I

subgroups so these events were combined. The.results

for  5 are shown in Fig. 1. These distributions are
----

properly histograms, but for the sake of clarity they are

presented as line-segments ind points.

In the case of interac.tions with four .....A-.r'.- wherer-.V-.9.-'/

-

we have the best statistical sample, namely 4817 5 without
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V's and 522 r with V's, the p  distributiens for
-*'ll                                                                            -<

events with and without V' s appear incompatible with

one another (see Fig. 1). Ppplication of the Ko]mogorov-

(4 )Smirnov test for goodness of fit gives a liklihood (sig-
-4

nificance level) of only 10 that two data-sets of Size

4817 and 522, respectively, drawn from the same population

will yield cumulative distributions with a maximum difference

at least as great as that observed in Fig. 1. It turns out

that the 4-prong distribution for Tr Witll V' s is iii good
. ..-1

agreement with the 6-prong distribution without V's (sig-

nificance level 0.78). Similarly, the 6-prong·p£ distribu-
tions are incompatible (significance level 10-4);  in this

case the 6-prong distribution with V's appears to agree

best with the 8-prong distribution without V's. In the case

of 8-prongs with V's, the small.er nuinber of 11 availahle
.....

reduce the sensitivity of the comparison, although here

too the best agreement is obtained with a higher multiplicity

for the events without V 's (10-prongs).

The Pt distributions also show a tendency to greater

effective multiplicity for the.V events, but as was already

shown by B0ggild et al., the dependence on the multiplicit(1)

is much weaker for  Pt  than for pl . Because of the
......

smal].er separation bet aer, the distributions of different

multiplicity and the consequent confusion of detail, t}ie

plots for Pt ar  not shown. However, the results of the

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test are given in the table for both the

&):
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p.  and   Pt  distributions.
/

It is seen from the table that the highest value

in every column for both  pf and p occurs when the
t

multiplicity of events without V's is two greater than

the events with V's, although' the differences in each

case are not always significant.

It irmediatcly comes to mind that the requirement

that a  V  be associated with the interaction is equivalent

to an a 2 increase in the particle multiplicity by cne,

The requirement of strangeness conservation also acts

to increase the effective multiplicity, but here an

evaluation i.s more difficult owing to tlie various particle

states available.

One may ask whether the observed changes (i.e.,

narrowing of the momentum distributions) are merely due

to the phase space limitations resulting from the heavier

masses of the kaons and hyperons relative to the pions

and nucleons. If this were the case, then the relative

displacements would decrease as the multiplicity increases

and not correspond to a fairly constant increase in effec-

tive multiplicity.

We appear to be able to conclude that if interactions

leading ·to strange-particle production  tend to involve.

dynamical processes which are basically different from

other interactions, this difference is not reflected in the

momentum distributions of the accompanying pions.
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Significance levels for comparison of longitudinal (upper) and
-i-

transverse (lower) momentum distributions

...... with V's 4 prongs   i 6prongs
0 prongs    %.                                                                                                                  1

3.
X 522 «,7 435 It- 1 I 7   1-

*... - .-I .-I
-- ...\

....

without V' s»-·.

4 prodgs      1 -4 -4 -4
10 1           10                     10

-3
4817 iT- 0.64 0.29 10

-4 10-36 prongs 0.78              10

0.89 0.42 0.01
1325 4-

--

. 94 -                                                                                                 7

8 prongs 0.08      ' 0.93 0.63

297 Tr- 0.64 0.92 0.08

10 prongs 10-4 0.58 0.81

350 Tr- 0.03 0.48 0.35
.-I

9:
For  interactions without V' s  the  data  for  each multiplicity

do not come from the same sample of bubble-chamber film. This

is why, for example, there are more 10-prong pions than 8-prong

pions.
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Figure Caption

Fig. 1. The 11 cumulative distributions for cms longi-

tudinal momentum. For events without V's  the

data points are connected by lines; for.events

with Vis the data are shown as points. The

distributions are normalized to unity.

...
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